In this work, both experimental and numerical investigations have been carried out in order to improve the modelling of the vaporization of wall liquid-deposits in internal combustion engines. A comprehensive model is suggested for the vaporization of liquid films in the different boiling regimes, including nucleate boiling regime, the Leidenfrost boiling regime, as well as the transition boiling regime occurring between the two latter. This work extends the validity of the Liquid Film Boiling model (Habchi, Oil & Gas Science and Technology -Rev. IFP, Vol. 65, No. 2, 2010) for dispersed liquid films that may be formed when a dilute spray impinges a wall. A sub-grid liquid film is indeed considered when the wetted-area is smaller than the wall cell-face area. A sessile droplet model is used to estimate the wall area wetted by the liquid film and whether it is resolved by the grid or located in the sub-grid scale (SGS). In addition, a novel Leidenfrost vaporization model is proposed for spray droplets located near a hot wall. The above vaporisation/boiling models has been implemented in the Large-Eddy simulation (LES) AVBP code. The validation has been carried out using two different experiments. First, the experimental lifetime curve of a sessile droplet (Stanglmaier et al., SAE paper 2002-01-0838) has been used for a quantitative validation in the different boiling regimes. Second, the wall impingement of a heptane spray from a typical gasoline injector from Continental Automotive, has been simulated. The numerical results obtained under boiling conditions, are compared to the liquid film footprints and lifetime provided by the Refractive Index Matching (RIM) experiment which is described in this article.
Introduction
In Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) engines, the impingement of the spray on the walls cannot be avoided in all operating conditions. Therefore, a fine tuning of the operating points involving impact of the spray droplets on the inner walls of the engine must be performed. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes are often used for this purpose. However, the modelling of all the spray-wall interactions, including evaporation and the different boiling regimes, remains challenging. In this work, both an experimental and a numerical investigation have been carried out in order to improve the understanding and the modelling of the vaporization of liquid deposits in the boiling regimes. The liquid film sub-models previously developed by the authors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] using a RANS approach have been improved and implemented in the Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) code AVBP [6] . In particular, this work extends the validity of the Liquid Film Boiling (LFB) model [5] for dispersed liquid films or tiny deposits that may be formed when a dilute spray impinges a wall. In addition, experimental measurements have been carried out using the Refractive Index Matching (RIM) method described in Section 1. Next, the different physical sub-models and improvements suggested in the present article are detailed in Section 2. Several sessile droplet test cases have been used in Section 3 for the numerical and physical validations of the sub-models proposed for the different liquid film boiling regimes. Then, a typical GDI spray/wall impact configuration has been used for the validation of the liquid film numerical results (footprints, lifetime …) under boiling regime.
Experimental setup
The purpose of the Refractive Index Matching (RIM) experimental set-up is to observe the liquid film generated by one plume of a GDI injector on a transparent plate. This methodology has been introduced by Drake et al. [7] and used by Maligne and Bruneaux [8] to study wall film thickness in an optical Direct injection engine. The principles are depicted in Figure 1 . The impingement plate is in quartz and has a known average roughness Ra=15µm, which order of magnitude is typical of a piston roughness. Its refractive index, with its roughened surface, is around 1.46 [8] , which is close to liquid hydrocarbons studied here (1.385 for n-heptane). When liquid, with a refractive index which closely matches the quartz wall index, is on the window, light scattering is modified. The RIM then easily provides the liquid film footprint and a sufficiently accurate total lifetime. Figure 2 gives a picture of the global set-up. Images are captured by a high-speed CMOS video camera. Exposure time is fixed and equal to 100µs and the frame rate is up to 10 4 fps. The objective on the camera has a fixed focal length of 60mm and for this study; the f-number is f/8. Resolution is then 83.3 µm/pixel. The quartz plate (50mm diameter) is put on an aluminium hollow cylinder (to allow visualization from below, with a flat mirror), which is heated with an electrical collar, driven by a PID controller, that ensures the quartz window has a known and constant temperature. Temperature is measured with a thermocouple located on the quartz plate, as depicted on Figure 2 . The quartz window is enlightened with one light guide (diameter: 1 inch) connected to a 150W continuous light illuminator (halogen lamp). Fuel n-heptane is injected with a GDI 3-holes nozzle. As explained in [9] , despite the fine calibration, the liquid film thickness is very difficult to be accurately measured. Indeed, it is most often underestimated. Many factors are modifying local and global light scattering, as bubbles (entrapped air) and waves on the film surface, as well as undesired late and slow droplets which may remain several milliseconds levitating above the film. Therefore, only the footprints of the impinging spray and the estimation of the total lifetime of the liquid film are used for the validation in section 3.3. However, many additional useful observations have been made available by our RIM experiments. For instance, it is important to note the existence of a lot of isolated liquid spots all around the continuous liquid film, particularly visible at cold conditions. As they are thin, the associated mass is small in comparison with the central liquid film. Moreover, as their contact line length/surface ratio is high, they then vaporize very fast. The above remark highlights the huge difficulties of the modelling of liquid films (i.e. its formation, evaporation or boiling) at the sub-grid scale (SGS), especially during the impingement of dilute sprays. The main features of the modified SGS LFB model are described in Section 2.2. The validation of such modification is discussed in Section 3. In addition, Figure 3 shows that air can be entrapped during the spray-wall impact in our experiments. Very small bubbles are entrapped in the wall (quartz) troughs as depicted in the zoom of Figure 3 (b). Those bubbles can survive dozens of milliseconds after end of injection. They can act as first nucleus in boiling conditions. Highly zoomed visualisation of a wall film generated by a GDI injector. Image extracted from a highspeed sequence. Some bubbles are shown by orange arrows 2 Fundamental of boiling of thin films and models description For the modelling of a liquid film formed on the surface of a combustion chamber, heat transfer and phase changes are of primary importance. One may distinguish four regimes of vaporization in the literature [10, 11] which can be classified according to the superheat degree ∆Tw,sat = (Tw -Tsat) and uses as limits for these regimes, the saturation temperature Tsat, the Nukiyama temperature TN and the Leidenfrost temperature TL. TN corresponds to the point of maximum heat flux (CHF in boiling curves) or to the minimum point of the lifetime curve ( Figure 4) ; and TL corresponds to local minimum of the curve of the heat flux or to the maximum of the lifetime curve separating the Leidenfrost regime IV and boiling regime III, depicted in Figure 4 . These critical temperatures depend on the properties of the wall (roughness, presence of impurity, wettability, thermal conductivity, specific heat, etc.) as well as on gravity, gas pressure, liquid flow rate, etc. (see [5] for a complementary bibliographical review. These critical temperatures may also be determined experimentally from the boiling or lifetime curve of a droplet as depicted in Figure 4 obtained by measuring the total time that it takes to a droplet to completely evaporate after it has been gently deposited on a hot wall [12] : Regime I, complete wetting regime (Tw < Tsat) The sprays, impinging a wall having a Tw smaller than Tsat, always form a liquid film which evaporates slowly. In this regime, the evaporation rate strongly depends on the turbulence level in the ambient gas [3, 4, 13, 14] . Regime II, nucleate boiling regime (Tsat < Tw < TN) In this regime, the liquid very close to the wall (e.g. in the thermal boundary layer) is overheated. This leads to the formation of vapour cavities which are born starting from germs (or sites) often hidden in the wall roughness (heterogeneous nucleation) and from the small bubbles are entrapped in the wall troughs as shown in Figure  3 (b). While growing, these bubbles may be detached from the wall, especially in case of pool boiling or a raltively thick liquid film. This process of phase change at subcritical conditions prevents the temperature of the liquid Tl from exceeding to much its saturation (or spinodal) temperature by consuming most of the heat flux Qw,l transferred to the liquid mainly by the wall. In contrary to pool boiling, the growing vapour cavities cannot be detached from the wall in the case of thin liquid film of interest in this work. Indeed, it has been shown experimentally in [15] that while growing, the vapour cavity diameter increases. After vapour cavities bursting the thin liquid film, tiny droplets are formed as observed in [16] and a dry-spot may appear. In addition, by increasing the superheat degree ∆Tw,sat in this regime, the number of dry-spots increases. This process leads to a rapid increase of the dry area and the contact line length. Regime III, transition boiling regime (TN < TW < TL) This is the transition regime between the nucleate boiling regime and the subsequent Leidenfrost regime. The small vapor cavities and the dry-spots on the wall coalesce progressively and form vapor columns and/or a larger vapor cavity. Indeed, several authors [11, 17, 18] explained the decrease of the heat flux provided by the wall and the increase of the droplet lifetime, by the coalescence of the vapor cavities formed on the wall. As a consequence, in this transition boiling regime, the heat flux passes more and more through a vapor cushion between the wall and the liquid, and therefore strongly increases the droplet lifetime ( Figure 4 ) with increasing Tw. Regime IV, Leidenfrost or "film boiling" regime (Tw > TL) In this regime, there is no liquid film formation on the wall. The impingement always results in the rebound/splashing of the impinging spray droplets. This behavior has been explained by an intense heating of the droplets front, which leads to the formation of a vapor cushion and prevents the contact of the liquid with the wall. In this condition, the wall heats the vapor cushion which in its turn heats the droplets generated by the thermal instabilities during the transition boiling regime. Therefore, the heat flux between the wall and the spray droplets through the vapor cushion must be accounted for in the energy balance in droplets evaporation models. Obviously, this additional heat flux vanishes when the droplet goes far from walls. This additional heat flux will be shown to be of primary importance for the correct prediction of the vaporization lifetime of a sessile droplet in Section 3.1.
Modelling scope
The modelling scope of this work is the implementation in AVBP [6] of a comprehensive set of models for liquid film boiling. The convective liquid film evaporation, prevailing in regime I, is described by Desoutter et al. [3, 4] . The LFB model proposed in [5] is summarized, along with the following improvements: a) A sub-model for a more accurate sub-grid-scale (SGS) modelling of liquid film boiling. b) A modified spray evaporation model for droplets near hot walls, particularly for those under the Leidenfrost regime vaporization. In addition, the wall film droplets formed near the end of the boiling transition regime are released and become free/spray droplets as soon as TL becomes smaller than Tw (see the schematics illustrating the boiling states near the limits of the boiling regimes in Figure 4 and 5). It is also worth noting that the spray/wall interaction models such as the rebound or splashing model will not be discussed in this article since they are available elsewhere [19] . In addition, the reader may refer for instance to [20] for the estimation of TN and TL.
Thin liquid film boiling models
Il well known that evaporation takes place mostly at the meniscus of a liquid film. According to the LFB model [5] , the boiling phenomenon may therefore be modelled using the following two main parameters:
• The dry fraction of liquid film area due to boiling (i.e. vapour cavities and dry-spots), denoted ;
• The solid-liquid-vapour contact line length density (index clld) of the liquid film, denoted .
According to each boiling regime main characteristics, the behaviour of the above two parameters have been correlated to the wall temperature as depicted in Figure 5 . ܽ ௗ௬ varies inevitably between 0 and 1 when the wall temperature increases from Tsat to TL (depicted in red color in Figure 5 for the case of iso-octane), respectively. Moreover, the experimental observations mentioned above showed that ܽ ௗ௬ increases quickly during the nucleate boiling regime. It reaches a value of about 0.7 to 0.9 when ܶ ௪ ൎ ܶ ே . This behaviour of the function ܽ ௗ௬ ሺܶ ௪ ሻ has been expressed by the following correlation:
As for the Solid-liquid-vapour contact lines length density ሺܶ ௪ ሻ of the liquid film, it is defined as an increasing function from 0 to 1 in the nucleate regime of boiling. Then, it decreases in the transition regime of boiling up to a minimal value, denoted ݇ ௗ . This behaviour is specified by the following correlations :
For the boiling phenomenon, instantaneous thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed (i.e. no metastable state is permitted). This assumption makes sense for liquid film already including bubbles even in cold conditions, as depicted in Figure 6 . Therefore, the vaporized mass ‫ܯ‬ ሶ ௩ may be calculated by the following energy balance:
where ‫ܮ‬ ௦௧ is the liquid latent heat of vaporization at Tsat. ܳ ௪, is the heat flux per unit area between the wall and the liquid in direct contact. It is calculated by Equation (4) where λ ,௦௧ is the thermal conductivity of the liquid at
Tsat and ߜ ௧ has been estimated in [5] of the order of few microns. ܳ ௪,௩, is the heat flux per unit area between the wall and the liquid through the vapour cushion. It is the driving heat flux compared to the former in transition boiling regime III, particularly when Tw tends towards TL. The wall heats the vapour cushion which in its turn heats the liquid. It is calculated by Equation (5) where λ ௩,௦௧ is the thermal conductivity of the vapour at Tsat. The area ܵ is obviously equal to the wall cell-face for a resolved liquid film. But, it is unknown for the tiny liquid film, such as the one depicted around the main footprint of the continuous liquid film in Figure 6 (a). In this case, the model of Nagaoka [21] is used for the estimation of the SGS liquid film area, ܵ . In addition, this model has proved sufficiently accurate for the estimation of the average film thickness, ݄ for the SGS modelling of non-resolved liquid film transport and vaporisation. Equation (3) also includes two additional coefficients: ߚ ଵ represents the fraction of the wetted area ൫1 െ ൯ where most liquid vaporization is produced (i.e. area of the meniscus); whereas ߚ ଶ represents the fraction of where the liquid film is separated from the wall by a vapour cushion. In our previous work [5] , the thickness of the vapour cushion has been correlated to the ambient pressure in accordance with the experimental observations of Temple-Pediani [22] . 
Droplets vaporisation near hot walls
In the AVBP code [6] , a typical spray evaporation model, named SIGLE is used. It is a modified Abramzon and Sirignano model [23] . In this work, another modification of this model is carried out in order to account for an additional heat flux coming from hot walls. Indeed, this complementary heat flux is necessary when the spray is close to hot walls, especially in the Leidenfrost regime. Such heat flux is suggested here under the following form:
Where Td is the droplet temperature and ߜ (respectively λ ) is the thickness (respectively thermal conductivity) of the gas cushion between the wall and the droplet. ߜ is computed as the normal distance to the wall of the droplet centre, minus its radius. Note that this distance cannot be smaller than ߜ ௩ given by Equation (5). λ is estimated at a temperature equal to ܶ ௗ ൫ܶ െ ܶ ௗ ൯ 3 ⁄ . Finally, since spray droplets in internal combustion engine are small, the area ܵ ௗ is computed simply as the half of the droplet surface facing the wall. The flux given by Eq. (6) is added to the heat flux coming from the gas phase in the SIGLE droplets evaporation model.
Models validation
The different models suggested in this paper have been implemented in the LES code AVBP [6] . The validation is carried out using two different experiments. First, the experimental lifetime curve of a sessile droplet from [12] is used for a quantitative validation in the different boiling regimes at resolved and SGS numerical conditions. Second, the wall impingement of a heptane spray from a prototype GDI injector from Continental Automotive, has been simulated. The numerical results obtained under boiling conditions, are compared to the liquid film footprints and lifetime provided by the RIM experiments described in section 1.
Sessile drop test cases : Numerical validations
In the experiments of Stanglmaier et al. [12] , a rather big droplet (ܸ ൌ 5μ݈ሻ is deposited on an aluminium heated plate. Once deposited gently on the wall, this droplet spreads and forms a liquid film. In this work, we assumed the droplet after impact takes the form of a cylinder with radius ‫ݎ‬ and height ݄ . In order to compute ‫ݎ‬ and ݄ , Nagaoka et al. [21] model is used as described in [5] . A sub-grid liquid film is indeed considered when the obtained area ܵ ൌ ‫ݎߨ‬ ଶ is smaller than the area ܵ ௪ of the wall-cell face where the liquid film is located. In this case, the SGS liquid film height is also taken equal to ݄ as this value is more accurate than the one usually computed in most CFD codes as ݄ ൌ ܸ ܵ ௪ ⁄ , which value is often underestimated. The initial conditions given by the Nagaoka et al. [21] model and the physical properties are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. Figure 6 shows the initial liquid film deposited on the bottom wall for the SGS case (a) and resolved case (b). The grid used for case (b) is refined five time more than in case (a). The grid size in case (b) is specified in such a way that the wall-area covered by the liquid film, ܵ is equal to the sum of the 25 central-cell areas. In addition, 25 droplets have been distributed at the centre of each of these 25 wall-cell faces ( Figure 6(b) ). The initial droplets size is specified in such a way that the same initial volume is used for both cases (a) and (b). For these two cases, two wall temperatures ܶ ௪ equal to 388 K and 423 K have been simulated. The first wall temperature is chosen in the middle of the nucleate boiling regime and the second one in the transition boiling regime (see ܶ ே and ܶ in Table 2 ). The numerical results are depicted in Figure 7 . First, the resolved and SGS cases are compared in Figure 7 (a) in terms of liquid film volume. The liquid film temporal evolutions are somewhat different. But, their total lifetimes are similar, around 0.6 s and 4.5 s for ܶ ௪ equal to 388 K and 423 K, respectively. Second, Figure 7 (b) shows that even if the liquid film is initially resolved by the grid in case (b), vaporization/boiling reduces the wetted area relatively quickly and makes its calculation required in the SGS. 
Sessile drop test cases : Experimental validations
In this subsection, the suggested models in the different boiling regimes are evaluated. Several simulations similar to the above case (a) have been carried out. For the simulations under the Leidenfrost regime, the gas temperature is assumed initially equal to the wall temperature. In this case, the sessile droplet is deposited at the wall, at ݄ ௗ,௧ ൌ 1 ݉݉ with a zero initial velocity. In addition, the sessile droplet initial temperature is assumed equal to ܶ ௦௧ . This is true at least on the sessile droplet surface faced to the wall. Note that the gravity acceleration acting towards the wall is switched on. In these conditions, the rebound regime is invoked each time the droplet hits the wall. The numerical results in terms of liquid volume temporal evolutions are depicted in Figure  9 . One may see in this 
The GDI spray/wall interaction configuration
In this section we evaluate the different models suggested in this work for a typical GDI spray impinging a wall. The RIM experimental liquid film results generated by one plume of a GDI injector on a transparent plate are used for comparisons (see section 1). The impingement plate is in quartz and has a known average roughness Ra=15µm. It is located 40mm from the nozzle. The computational domain hexahedral grid is shown in Figure  10 (a). It consists of six million nodes. A refined zone has been provided to suitably describe the coupling of the gas with the spray and the liquid film. The cell size in the refined region is 25 µm. Outlet boundary conditions are specified for the four lateral faces of the computational domain. The bottom face is the heated wall at ܶ ௪ =423K for which an isothermal wall law is specified. However, the top wall is assumed at ambient temperature, ܶ =323K for which a free slip isothermal wall is specified. In addition, Figure 10 (b-c) shows the impinging nheptane spray configuration. Relatively to the vertical direction, the spray axis have an angle of 31° in the (x,z) plane. The rest of the parameters is given in Table 3 . Of course, the spray injection model and the spray-wall interaction and the liquid film formation models including the rebound/splashing phenomena are very important for this configuration. Here, the DVI injection model [24] with an intact liquid core length equal to 2mm is used for the numerical simulation of the injection process. The liquid is injected using a given trapezoidal injection rate assuming opening and closing periods equal to 0.3ms. A velocity coefficient equal to 0.7 is also used in order to take into account the momentum lost inside the nozzle. Moreover, one hundred-thousand parcels have been used for the discretized injected mass (minj=3.25mg). With the DVI model, a Rosin-Rammler distribution is specified with a Sauter Mean Diameter, SMD=12µm and a parameter, q=2.2. In addition, the SAB secondary breakup model [25] is used, while assuming no-collision between the droplets in the present LES. Spray droplets evaporation is performed using the modified SIGLE model (see Section 2.3). For the spray-wall interaction and liquid film formation models, in-house IFPEN models [19] have been used. Figure 11 shows a fairly good comparison of the LES footprints results relative to the experimental RIM images. In addition, the evaporation rate in the transition boiling regime of n-heptane (since ܶ ே <ܶ ௪ <ܶ ) is well predicted as the total lifetime of the liquid film is very close to the experimental value, 70 ms. 
Conclusions
Two fundamental improvements for the liquid film boiling modelling have been suggested in this article. First, a model allowing the simulation of resolved and sub-grid liquid film boiling is proposed. Second, a modified droplets evaporation model is proposed and applied to the vaporization of droplets located near hot walls, especially for the Leidenfrost boiling regime. These models have been implemented in AVBP and applied to the simulation of the vaporization of an iso-octane sessile droplet in the nucleate boiling regime, the transition boiling regime as well as in the Leidenfrost boiling regime. In addition, RIM experiments have been performed and used for the overall validation the suggested models. The obtained LES results have proved to compare well with our experiments which are of a big interest in several devices like in GDI engines.
